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Abstract: Although there are many indicators of endangerment (i.e., whether populations or species meet
criteria that justify conservation action), their reliability has rarely been tested. Such indicators may fail to
identify that a population or species meets criteria for conservation action (false negative) or may incorrectly
show that such criteria have been met (false positive). To quantify the rate of both types of error for 20 commonly used indicators of declining abundance (threat indicators), we used receiver operating characteristic
curves derived from historical (1938–2007) data for 18 sockeye salmon ( Oncorhynchus nerka) populations
in the Fraser River, British Columbia, Canada. We retrospectively determined each population’s yearly status
(reflected by change in abundance over time) on the basis of each indicator. We then compared that population’s status in a given year with the status in subsequent years (determined by the magnitude of decline
in abundance across those years). For each sockeye population, we calculated how often each indicator of
past status matched subsequent status. No single threat indicator provided error-free estimates of status, but
indicators that reflected the extent (i.e., magnitude) of past decline in abundance (through comparison of
current abundance with some historical baseline abundance) tended to better reflect status in subsequent
years than the rate of decline over the previous 3 generations (a widely used indicator). We recommend that
when possible, the reliability of various threat indicators be evaluated with empirical analyses before such
indicators are used to determine the need for conservation action. These indicators should include estimates
from the entire data set to take into account a historical baseline.
Keywords: COSEWIC, IUCN, receiver operating characteristic (ROC), sockeye salmon, threat indicators
Confiabilidad de Indicadores de Declinación de Abundancia

Resumen: Aunque existen muchos indicadores de riesgo (i.e., sı́ las poblaciones o especies cumplen con
criterios para justificar acciones de conservación), su confiabilidad ha sido probada pocas veces. Dichos
indicadores pueden fallar al identificar que una población o especie cumple con criterios para acciones de
conservación (negativo falso) o pueden mostrar incorrectamente que tales criterios se han cumplido (positivo
falso). Para cuantificar la tasa de ambos tipos de error para 20 indicadores de declinación de abundancia (indicadores de amenaza) utilizados comúnmente, utilizamos curvas de caracterı́sticas de operación de
receptores derivadas de datos históricos (1937–2008) de 18 poblaciones de salmón ( Oncorhynchus nerka)
en el Rı́o Fraser, Columbia Británica, Canadá. Retrospectivamente determinamos el estatus anual de cada
población (reflejado en cambios en la abundancia en el tiempo) con base en cada indicador. Posteriormente
comparamos el estatus de la población en un año determinado con el estatus de años subsecuentes (determinado por la magnitud de la declinación en abundancia en esos años). Para cada población de salmón,
calculamos la frecuencia en que cada indicador de estatus pasado era igual al estatus subsecuente. Ningún
indicador de amenaza proporcionó estimaciones de estatus libres de error, pero los indicadores que reflejaron
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la extensión (i.e., magnitud) de la declinación en abundancia pasada (mediante comparación de la abundancia actual con la abundancia histórica de referencia) tendieron a reflejar de mejor manera el estatus en años
anteriores que la tasa de declinación en las 3 generaciones previas (un indicador ampliamente utilizado).
Recomendamos que, cuando sea posible, se evalúe la confiabilidad de varios indicadores de amenaza con
análisis empı́ricos antes de que esos indicadores sean utilizados para determinar la necesidad de acciones de
conservación. Estos indicadores deben incluir estimaciones a partir del total de datos para considerar una
referencia histórica.

Palabras Clave: caracterı́stica de operación del receptor, COR, COSEWIC, indicadores de amenaza, IUCN,
Oncorhynchus nerka

Introduction
To assign species or populations to categories of extinction risk, many agencies worldwide use the International
Union for the Conservation of Nature’s (IUCN) classification system (IUCN 2006). In the IUCN scheme, values of
indicators, such as the rate of change in abundance, spatial distribution, and absolute abundance, are compared
with a priori threshold values of that indicator (IUCN
2006). Indicators of declining abundance of a population,
which we focus on here and call threat indicators, are
especially widely used for evaluating, monitoring, and reporting on the status and trend of species or populations
(Miller et al. 2006; Mace et al. 2008). Some organizations,
for example, the Committee on the Status of Endangered
Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC), modify IUCN’s criteria
slightly and use the results of their classifications to recommend whether conservation action should be taken
under the Canadian Species at Risk Act of 2005.
Despite the widespread use of indicators to inform
decisions about designations of species’ status, the reliability of these indicators is still uncertain. Mace et al.
(2008, p. 1438) note that the transformation of data into
indicators has “. . . unfortunately received much less critical external review than have the numerical thresholds in
the criteria, although we believe they are often more significant.” We conducted a case study to help address this
need to test empirically the reliability of numerous indicators, including some suggested by IUCN (2006), Mace
et al. (2002), and the Convention on International Trade
in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES)
(2010).
In recent years, there has been considerable debate
over reliability of indicators of abundance in exploited
populations of marine fishes (e.g., Hutchings 2001; Dulvy
et al. 2005; Rice & Legacé 2007). A major concern is that
abundance estimates are always imperfect, and the consequences of their being wrong are high (Peterman 1990).
For instance, if a population is incorrectly classified as
having a high chance of extirpation (a false positive),
managers may reduce allowable catches, and short-term
social and economic benefits may be reduced unnecessarily. Such false positives may also result in agencies
taking unnecessary remedial actions with their limited
funds. Conversely, if an exploited population erroneously

is not categorized as high risk (a false negative), corrective action may not be taken and may result in increased
probability of extinction, decreased probability of recovery, and reduced long-term social and economic benefits.
Thus, methods for assessing threat must be reliable (i.e.,
have a high probability of correctly classifying a population’s status) regardless of whether a population has a low
or high probability of extinction (Table 1). Most research
has focused on the power to detect declines and avoid
false positives (e.g., Dulvy et al. 2006; Regan et al. 2009;
Wilson et al. 2011), but a full analysis of the success and
failure rates of a wide range of indicators of abundance
has not been conducted.
We provide an example of how the reliability of
such indicators can be evaluated with receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves, which are widely used
in ecology, conservation, and physical sciences (Pearce &
Ferrier 2000; Burgman 2005; Baxter & Possingham 2011),
as well as medicine (Hibberd & Cooper 2008). Receiver operating characteristic curves account for rates
of occurrence of true and false positives and true and
false negatives and produce an integrated measure of
reliability.
We used sockeye salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka) as
a case study because long time series of populationlevel data are available, and there is widespread concern
about the status of socially and economically valuable
salmon populations that occur from Korea to California
(U.S.A.). We sought to determine which quantitative indicators of time trends in abundance of spawning sockeye salmon populations from the Fraser River, British
Columbia, Canada are most reliable. Indicators other than
trends in abundance exist for assessing the status of populations and species, and quantitative results from our
case study will not necessarily apply to other taxa. Our
aim was to devise a method for empirical evaluation of
the reliability of indicators of species’ status before those
indicators are used to inform decisions.

Methods
The various indicators used to determine level of threat
of extinction are in effect alternative measures or symptoms of extinction risk (Mace et al. 2008). We compared
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Table 1. Terms used in this paper for 4 possible outcomes when the assessment of status of a population unit in a certain period before a given
year (past status) is compared with the status in the period after that year (subsequent status).
Past statusb
not declining
a

Subsequent status

Not declining (i.e., H0 true) subsequent
trend not downward
Declining (i.e., H0 false) subsequent
trend is downward

c

declining

fail to reject Ho (no triggering event)

reject Ho (triggering event d )

true negative, correct conclusion [1-α]e

false positive, incorrect conclusion [type
I error, α]e
true positive, correct conclusion [power
= 1–β]e

false negative, incorrect conclusion
[type II error, β]e

a Status of a conservation unit derived from the unit’s adult abundance in the years subsequent to the year when past status was evaluated. A
declining conservation unit has a decreasing subsequent trend that is steeper than a given threshold, and a nondeclining unit has a subsequent
trend that is constant, increasing, or declining at a rate less than the threshold.
b Estimated by applying a given threat criterion, each of which is derived by comparing the quantitative value of some indicator (such as rate
of change in abundance) with some threshold (e.g., 50%) to generate a status (e.g., declining).
c Null hypothesis (H ): adult abundance in the population (conservation unit) is not declining over time.
0
d An event that triggers conservation action occurs when the conditions of the threat criterion are met (e.g., a decline greater than the threshold
extent of decline or rate of decline in abundance) and result in an estimated status of declining (assumption: triggering event is followed by
appropriate management actions and without a triggering event, no management action is taken).
e Terms analogous to those used in statistical hypothesis testing are provided in square brackets to indicate for each quadrant of this table the
probability of being in that quadrant (related to α or β) and the type of error (I or II) or conclusion that results.

historical data on sockeye abundance before a given year
with abundance after that year to determine how reliably various indicators of the past trend in abundance
signal the subsequent trend. We assumed populations
that were estimated as declining in the past and continued to decline have a greater chance of extirpation than
populations that did not continue to decline (Mace et al.
2008).
Data
We used abundance data on spawning adults collected
over as many as 70 years from 18 spatial conservation
units (CUs) of sockeye salmon from the Fraser River, as
designated by Fisheries and Oceans Canada. A CU is “. . .
a group of wild salmon sufficiently isolated from other
groups that, if extirpated, is very unlikely to recolonize
naturally within an acceptable time frame, such as a human lifetime” (Fisheries and Oceans Canada 2005). We
examined 4 run-timing groups of Fraser River sockeye
salmon populations called Early Stuart, Early Summer,
Summer, and Late by Fisheries and Oceans Canada. Each
group migrates through fishing areas at a different time
of year (Supporting Information). Methods used by Fisheries and Oceans Canada to estimate adult abundance
within these populations include visual surveys, counts
at weirs, and mark-recapture.
Sockeye salmon in the Fraser River are semelparous,
and about 94% mature and die at age 4 years, which results in 4 distinct “cycle lines,” one associated with every
fourth year, and there is little gene exchange among the
lines (Ricker 1997). In some of these sockeye salmon
CUs, one line (dominant cycle line) has substantially
higher abundance than other lines (subdominant and 2
off-cycle lines) in each 4-year period. Such variations and
naturally varying survival rates with log-normal distribu-
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tions (Peterman 1981) tend to mask underlying trends
in abundance. Therefore, as described below, for many
of the analyses of time trends, we used spawner abundance data from all cycle lines that were loge transformed and smoothed with a moving average over 4-year
generations.
Indicators of Status of Conservation Units
We evaluated 20 threat indicators (indicators of time
trends in adult abundance). Each indicator was used to
calculate either recent rate of decline or long-term extent (i.e., magnitude) of decline, and change in abundance was measured with regression or other methods
(Table 2 & Supporting Information). For indicators of
the recent rate of decline, we measured change in abundance over the past 3 generations (12 years), as is done
for criterion A in COSEWIC (2010) and IUCN (2006). If
an indicator reflects the extent or magnitude of decline
over the long term, the baseline from which the decline
is estimated is either abundance in the earliest years for
which data exist (historical) or maximum abundance in
the historical record (Table 2). Specifically, for indicators reflecting the long-term extent of decrease in abundance from some baseline level (as suggested by Mace
et al. [2002]), we examined 5 types of baselines: first
year of the data series, maximum abundance in the first
5 data points, geometric mean abundance of the first 4year generation, maximum recorded abundance (Holt et
al. 2009), and maximum geometric mean abundance of
any 12-year (3 generations) period. For baselines derived
from maximum abundance (either maximum of all years
or maximum geometric mean abundance over 3 generations), we calculated the extent of decline in fewer cases
than if the baseline had been calculated on the basis of
early historical abundance. This smaller number of cases
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Table 2. Summary characteristics of the 20 indicators (identified by indicator number)a used to classify status (abundance declining or not
declining) of Fraser River sockeye salmon conservation units, where indicators differ in their combinations of periods of decline, baseline
abundance, types of adult abundance estimates, and measures of decline.

Type of
adult
abundance

Measure of
decline

Recent rate
of decline
(i.e., over
past 3
generations)

Loge unpercent change
smoothed
in adult
abundance abundance
estimated
through linear
modeling and
robust
regression
percent change
between
geometric
means of
4-year
generations

1a

percent change
Loge
smoothed
in adult
abundance abundance
with a
estimated
through linear
4-year
modeling and
moving
robust
average
regression
percentage
change
between
geometric
means of
4-year
generations
Raw
decline in raw
abundance
relative to
historical
baseline

2

Definitions of historical baseline for calculating long-term extent of decline
earliest
part of
data
series

maximum
abundance
in first 5
data points

3 (first year)
19 (first corresponding
cycle yearb )

7

geometric mean
maximum geometric
abundance of
maximum mean abundance
first 4-year
abundance of any 3-generation
generation
(all years)
(12-year) period
5

10 (moving
window)
12 (nonoverlapping
4-yeargeneration
blocks)
4 (first year)
20 (first corresponding
cycle yearb )

8

15 (moving window)
17 (nonoverlapping
4-year-generation
blocks)
6

11 (moving
window)
13 (nonoverlapping
4-yeargeneration
blocks)
9

16 (moving window)
18 (nonoverlapping
4-year-generation
blocks)

14

a Numbers in body of table are identifiers for threat indicators. See Supporting Information for descriptions of all 20 indicators. Where more
than one indicator number is in a cell of the table, each is distinguished from the other in parentheses by how the time series data are used.
b Sockeye salmon in the Fraser River are semelparous, and about 94% mature and die at age 4 years, which results in 4 distinct “cycle lines”; one
is associated with every fourth year. In some of these sockeye salmon conservation units, one line (dominant cycle line) has substantially higher
abundance than other (subdominant and 2 off-cycle) lines in each 4-year period. Hence, indicators 19 and 20 use as the baseline abundance
only data from the first corresponding cycle year up to the year of analysis (e.g., a dominant year is only compared with another dominant
cycle year, and a subdominant year is only compared with another subdominant one, etc.).

occurred because for some CUs, the maximum abundance occurred late in the time series and resulted in
fewer than 10 subsequent data points, our minimum requirement for assessing abundance trends in subsequent
years.
Adult abundance estimates were either raw values, values estimated by a linear time-trend model fit to loge
abundance (either smoothed or unsmoothed) over time
(as used in COSEWIC 2003), or geometric mean abundance of 4-year generations (smoothed or unsmoothed)
(Table 2). Regressions were performed over periods

with at least 10 data points, adult abundances were loge
(x + 1.01) transformed, and only 5 missing data points
out of several hundred were interpolated from surrounding data points. We used robust regression (Venables &
Ripley 2002) to minimize the influence of outliers on
estimates of the short-term rate of change or long-term
extent of change. For indicators 19 and 20 (defined in
Table 2 & Supporting Information), we estimated abundance changes only within the same category of year (i.e.,
dominant, subdominant, or off-cycle years) to account for
some CUs’ 4 distinct cycle lines.
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We categorized the past status of CUs as declining if the estimated rate of decrease or magnitude of
reduction in adult abundance up to the year of assessment was steeper or greater than a given threshold used
to designate species’ status. In separate iterations, we explored thresholds of decline in abundance ranging from
0% to 100%. That range encompassed all thresholds typically used to classify species as not at risk, of special concern, threatened, vulnerable, endangered, or critically
endangered.
Subsequent Status of Conservation Units
The status of a CU in subsequent years was the CU’s observed trend in adult abundance following the year for
which we evaluated past status (hereafter, subsequent
status). In preliminary analyses, we found that use of all
remaining data in the time series, rather than just data
on the subsequent 3 generations, best indicated whether
abundance of a CU continued to decrease after the year
for which past status was assessed (Supporting Information). We based that subsequent status (declining or not
declining) on the spawner-to-spawner ratio (i.e., the ratio of estimated number of spawners at the end of the
period subsequent to the year for which past status was
assessed to the estimated number of spawners in that
year of assessment of past status). We calculated this ratio as the change in best-fit estimates of spawner abundance from the robust regression of abundance on year.
In a given year, we categorized subsequent status of a
CU as declining if the spawner-to-spawner ratio was less
than or equal to the ratio that corresponded to a given
threshold of percent decline (e.g., a 30% decline would
be equivalent to a spawner-to-spawner ratio of 0.7, or
[(100-threshold)/100]). Such cases would indicate a percent decrease in abundance greater than or equal to the
threshold over the subsequent period. Subsequent status
(declining or not) was defined on the basis of whether
the percent decline in abundance subsequent to the year
for which past status was assessed was greater than 1 of
4 thresholds: 30%, 50%, 70%, or 90%.
Comparing Past and Subsequent Status
We evaluated the reliability of the 20 threat indicators by
comparing each of the 20 estimates of past status (declining or not declining) in each year with the subsequent
status of each CU. We first determined whether the indicator’s value exceeded the threshold for classifying the
CU as declining (a triggering event [Table 1]) or not (no
triggering event [Table 1]). We then categorized each
CU-year combination in the historical data as true positive, true negative, false positive (type I error), or false
negative (type II error) (Table 1) on the basis of whether
the past status matched (i.e., was a reliable reflection
of) the subsequent status. For each threat indicator and
threshold of decline that we used to define a triggering
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event, we calculated the probability of correctly identifying a declining trend (if the CU had a subsequent status
of declining) (true positive rate, which is analogous to
statistical power) as the number of cases of true positives
across all years and CUs divided by the number of cases in
which the CUs had a subsequent status of declining (i.e.,
true positives plus false negatives) (Vida 1993) (details
in Supporting Information). We calculated the proportion of false positives (false positive rate) by dividing the
number of false positives across all years and CUs by the
number of cases in which the CUs had a subsequent status of not declining (Supporting Information).
Measuring Reliability with the Receiver Operating
Characteristic
To compare reliability of different indicators, we used
the ROC. An ROC analysis combines 4 probabilities (true
and false positives and true and false negatives [Hibberd
& Cooper 2008]) into a single measure of reliability (Supporting Information). Previous evaluations of threat indicators have been limited to only a few thresholds of
estimated rates of decrease that result in designation of a
particular status of endangerment (e.g., a decline >30%,
50%, or 70%). In contrast, ROC analysis summarizes the
proportion of true and false positive estimates produced
by a threat indicator across a wide range of thresholds,
thus providing more insight into the overall reliability
of that indicator (Supporting Information). We applied
an ROC analysis here, the first time to our knowledge
that it has been used to compare indicators of population
decline.
An ROC analysis uses only the probabilities of occurrence of true positives and false positives, but it accounts
for true and false negatives because each of the positive
rates is the complement of its corresponding negative
rate (Table 1). For a given threat indicator, the ROC curve
shows the true positive and false positive rates across a
range of thresholds of decline that result in an estimated
classification of past decline. The area under the ROC
curve (AUC) ranges from 0 to 1 and reflects the ability
of a threat indicator to correctly distinguish between 2
states (Hibberd & Cooper 2008). Here, AUC is the probability that a given estimated past decrease in abundance
is steeper (or greater) for populations that are classified
as subsequently declining than for populations that are
classified as subsequently not declining. A threat indicator that correctly identifies in past periods all situations
in which abundance subsequently declined produces an
AUC = 1, whereas an indicator that generates an ROC
curve that falls close to the 1:1 line, where the false positive rate equals the true positive rate, has an AUC = 0.5
(Pearce & Ferrier 2000). Thus, the threat indicator with
the largest AUC more reliably classifies the subsequent
trend in abundance. We, therefore, ranked indicators
by AUC. Two hypothetical sockeye salmon ROC curves
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Figure 1. Two hypothetical receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves for indicators of declining
abundance used to designate conservation status of
populations. Points are coordinates that result from a
comparison of the value of the indicator with a given
threshold (e.g., percent reduction in abundance
beyond which a conservation unit is classified as
declining). The first coordinate is the proportion of
true positives (i.e., true positive rate, or proportion of
years that a conservation unit was categorized as
declining in the past and was also classified as
declining in subsequent years) (Supporting
Information). The second coordinate is the proportion
of false positives (i.e., false positive rate, or proportion
of years that a conservation unit was categorized as
declining on the basis of past data, but in subsequent
years data indicated the unit was not declining). The
area under the ROC curve (AUC) is shown
conceptually in the inset.
illustrate extremes in indicator reliability (Fig. 1). One
curve has a large AUC (0.94), which signifies that the indicator is extremely reliable. The second curve has an AUC
of 0.5 and roughly follows the line of equality; the latter
means the indicator does not classify a population’s subsequent status any better than a random classification.
Sensitivity Analyses
We performed 3 sensitivity analyses to evaluate the degree to which our findings were affected by, or an artifact
of, changing harvest rates, quality of abundance estimates
(defined below), and the definition of the population
unit. First, we examined the influence of harvest rates
of Fraser River sockeye salmon on our findings. Starting
in 1995, annual harvest rates decreased from an average

899

of 76% for 1952–1994 for the 4 run-timing groups to an
average of 40% for 1995–2006 (Supporting Information).
To examine whether this change affected our estimated
reliability of threat indicators, we compared our initial results (for all years of data) with results of analyses limited
to data from before 1995.
Second, we examined the effect of the quality of abundance estimates on the reliability of threat indicators. We
compared the AUCs of threat indicators first with data
from all 18 CUs and then with only the best data (i.e.,
taken from sites in which adult abundance was estimated
from either counts at a weir or with mark-recapture methods). These latter methods tend to produce better estimates than visual surveys (Cousens et al. 1982). The
6 sites that had the best data were Pitt-ES, Chilko aggregate (Chilko-ES and Chilko-S), Fraser-S, Horsefly River
(from Quesnel-S), Cultus-L, and Birkenhead River (from
Lillooet-L) (T. Cone, personal communication & Supporting Information).
Third, we determined the effect of different definitions
of sockeye salmon populations. Specifically, we compared the estimated status at the CU level with estimated
status of 2 types of groups of CUs that covered larger
areas: the 4 run-timing groups and a putative population
that covered an even larger area, the 2008 IUCN subpopulation 68, which was composed of 10 CUs that spawned
at 33 individual sites.

Results
The 20 indicators of past decline in adult abundance varied considerably in their reliability for classifying subsequent declines in the 18 Fraser River sockeye salmon
CUs. In general, threat indicators that estimated the longterm extent of decline from a historical baseline were
more reliable than indicators that measured either the
rate of decline over the most recent 3 generations or
the extent of decline from the maximum abundance,
regardless of when that maximum occurred (Fig. 2a).
The indicators of long-term extent of decline from a historical baseline had a 5% to 49% greater median AUC
than indicators that were based on maximum abundance
(Fig. 2a). This was also the result when we ordered indicators on the basis of number of times (out of the 4
thresholds that we used to define subsequent status) that
an indicator was among the 5 indicators with highest AUC
(Fig. 2a). One of the best indicators (13) measured the
extent of decline from a historical baseline (i.e., percent
decline between the geometric mean adult abundance
in the first 4-year generation and the geometric mean
abundance in a current status-assessment generation derived from loge -transformed abundances smoothed with
a 4-year moving average [Table 2 & Fig. 3]).
The frequently used IUCN (2006) and COSEWIC
(2010) decline criterion A (rate of decrease in
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Figure 2. Threat indicators of Fraser River sockeye
salmon arranged from left to right on the basis of
their reliability (median probability area under the
curve [AUC] [SE] that an indicator’s estimated
decrease in population abundance over past years is
steeper for conservation units [CU] that subsequently
declined than for CUs that subsequently did not
decline) for data from (a) 1938 through 2007 and (b)
before 1995. Indicators with higher AUCs rank higher.
Numbers above bars are the number of cases (out of
the 4 threshold cases) in which AUC values of a given
threat indicator were among the highest 5 AUCs of the
20 indicators. The 4 cases of thresholds of decline
(30%, 50%, 70%, and 90%) refer to what we used to
determine whether a CU’s subsequent time trend in
abundance would be classified as declining. Bars with
no numbers above them show that the indicator never
ranked in the top 5. Numbers above bars for a given
indicator should be compared between (a) and (b).
Indicators are defined by number in Table 2 and in
more detail in Supporting Information and fall into 3
categories: extent of decline from some specified
historical baseline abundance, rate of decline over
just the last 3 generations, and extent of decline from
the maximum abundance.

Figure 3. Extent of decline of Cultus Lake sockeye
salmon on the basis of loge -transformed abundances
that were smoothed with a 4-year moving average in
nonoverlapping blocks (status assessed every 4 years),
as determined by one of the best-performing threat
indicators (indicator 13), which quantified the
decrease between the geometric mean adult
abundance in the first 4-year generation (historical
baseline, upper dotted line) and the geometric mean
adult abundance in the current 4-year generation
(lower dotted line [Supporting Information]).

13 had a higher probability than indicator 2 of identifying
past declines for populations that subsequently declined
than for populations that did not decline subsequently.
The AUC of indicator 1, the other indicator of rate of
decline over the last 3 generations (which was based on
unsmoothed rather than smoothed data), was lower (median probability of 0.6). However, indicators that were a
measure of extent of decline from the maximum abundance in the data series were the least reliable indicators.
They had median probabilities (AUC) of 0.29–0.59 (i.e.,
0.08–0.38 lower than indicator 2 and 0.18–0.49 lower
than indicator 13). Neither of the indicators (1 or 2) of
recent rate of decline ranked in the top 5 for any of the
4 thresholds used to classify subsequent status (Fig. 2a).
Smoothing the time series of data on salmon abundance
tended to increase the AUC of all indicators by 0.04–0.29
over indicators that were calculated from unsmoothed
data.
Sensitivity Analyses

abundance over 3 generations calculated with smoothed
loge -transformed data for indicator 2) performed only
moderately well. Nine indicators were ranked higher and
10 were ranked lower than that indicator (Fig. 2a). Indicator 13 had a median AUC = 0.77 and indicator 2 had a median AUC = 0.66 across the 4 thresholds. Thus, indicator
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Our findings were largely insensitive to changes in harvest rate and abundance-estimation error; rankings of indicators on the basis of their reliability were generally
quite similar to the initial analyses. This result held regardless of whether we ranked the indicators on the basis
of median AUC or how frequently a given indicator had 1
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of the 5 highest median AUCs. For effects of harvesting,
regardless of whether we used all years of data (which
included high and low harvest rates) or only pre-1995
data (only high harvest rates), the rank order of threat indicators was generally similar (compare Fig. 2a with 2b).
This is not unexpected given that there was relatively
low correlation among years in abundances of most CUs
and those of the aggregate abundances of the run-timing
groups and that management decisions have historically
been made at the level of the run-timing groups, not at
the level of their component CUs (Supporting Information). Thus, this low correlation reduced the potential
confounding of interpretation of results by management
interventions. Improved data quality led to an increased
median AUC. Slight changes in the rank order of indicators occurred, but the general pattern remained the same
regardless of data quality (Supporting Information).
The 2 types of spatial aggregation led to an underestimation of the status of Fraser sockeye CUs. For example,
indicator 13 never showed IUCN subpopulation 68 as
declining (COSEWIC’s threatened or endangered rating),
even though individual CUs were identified as declining
on the basis of that indicator in 8 years of time-series data
(Table 3). Similarly, the Late run-timing group was the

only run-timing aggregate classified as declining on the
basis of indicator 13, and that classification occurred in
only 1 year. This result was low compared with analysis
of individual CUs, which classified at least one CU as declining in a total of 23 years across 2 different run-timing
groups (Table 3).

Discussion
The reliability of threat indicators is usually assumed and
is rarely tested. In our case study of Fraser River sockeye salmon CUs, no indicator was a perfect measure of
threat, but the most reliable threat indicators were those
that were based on the overall extent of decline in abundance from the beginning of a CU’s time series, even
though the decline did not necessarily start then (longterm indicators 4, 8, 11, 13, and 20 in Table 2). These
indicators consistently were more reliable than indicators that were based on either rate of decline over the
most recent 3 generations or extent of decline from the
maximum abundance in the time series. The reliability
(measured by AUC) of recent rate of decline over 10
years or generations, whichever was longer (an indicator

Table 3. The number of years in which indicator 13 (one of the top-ranked threat indicators in our retrospective analyses) showed a decline in
adult abundance of Fraser River sockeye salmon that was large enough to result in a classification as either threatened or endangered (on the basis
of COSEWIC’s [2010] method) for a population aggregate.

Population
aggregatea
International Union for
Conservation of Nature
subpopulation 68
Early Stuart run-timing
group
Early summer run-timing
group
Summer run-timing group

Late run-timing group

Consevation
units (CUs)
in aggregateb

Number of
years aggregate
was classified
as threatened
endangered c

Number of years
any individual
CUs within
aggregate
were classified
as threatened c

Number of
years any
individual CUs
within aggregate
were classified
as endangered c

11

0

1 (1 CU threatened)

7 (1 CU endangered)

Stuart EStu and
Takla-Trembleur EStu
Chilliwack ES, Taseko ES,
Nahatlatch ES, Fraser ES,
Kamloops ES, Pitt ES, and
Shuswap Complex ES
Chilko aggregate,
Takla-Trembleur S, Fraser S,
Stuart S, Quesnel S, and
Mckinley S
Lillooet L, Cultus L, and Seton L

0

0

0

0

2 (1 CU threatened)

6 (1 CU endangered)

0

0

0

3 (1 CU threatened)

10 (1 CU endangered)
2 (2 CUs endangered)

1 (run-timing
group
threatened)

a A population aggregate for Fraser River sockeye salmon is a group of 2 or more conservation units, as shown in column 2. The International
Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) created an aggregate they called subpopulation 68. Agencies responsible for management of
Fraser River sockeye salmon instead use 4 aggregates, with each one named according to the season in which adults return to the river. These
run-timing groups are composed of between 2 and 7 conservation units, as shown.
b Abbreviations EStu, Early Stuart; ES, Early Summer; S, Summer; and L, Late. These are parts of the labels for the conservation units used by
Fisheries and Oceans Canada.
c A status of threatened or endangered was assigned if the decrease in abundance over the period measured by threat indicator 13 was ≥30%
or ≥50%, respectively. The number of years in which each population aggregate was classified as either threatened or endangered (column
3) should be compared with the number of years when individual conservation units within the population aggregates were classified as
threatened (column 4) or endangered (column 5).
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often used by COSEWIC and IUCN), is 8–10% less reliable
than long-term indicators of extent of decline. Indicators
for which smoothed abundance data are used were more
reliable than those with unsmoothed data probably because large fluctuations in abundance over time were
reduced, thus making the underlying time trend clearer.
Simulations show that data quality can affect the reliability of threat indicators (Wilson et al. 2011), but we
found that long-term indicators were consistently the
most reliable, regardless of data quality. We suspect that
the better ranking of long-term indicators of decline resulted from a combination of highly variable abundances
over time and the fact that a long-term decrease in abundance is not necessarily discernible from a decline in
abundance within the last 3 generations. Regardless of
the cause, we recommend that when possible, indicators
of declining abundance that are estimated from the entire data set should be included in assessments of status.
Results of our case study suggest there is a need to evaluate reliability of alternative indicators of status before
these indicators are used to determine status, and we
encourage other researchers to explore ways to identify
the best historical baseline in different situations. The
estimate of stock biomass before the onset of fishing,
which is commonly used as a historical baseline for marine fisheries, is analogous to abundance in the early part
of our time series, which was the basis of our indicators
of extent of decline from a historical baseline. However,
unfished biomass is notoriously difficult to estimate reliably because in many fisheries, most data points are from
periods well after fishing began (Walters & Martell 2004).
In previous studies in which frequencies of false positives or false negatives were estimated for various indicators, only one threshold of decrease in abundance was
evaluated at a time (Dulvy et al. 2005; Rice & Legacé
2007), which is equivalent to estimating only one point
on an ROC curve. In contrast, our ROC analysis examines the performance of decline indicators across a range
of thresholds and thus provides more information about
the overall reliability of any one indicator. For this reason,
ROC approaches may help simplify evaluations of threat
indicators for various plant and animal species, not just
sockeye salmon.
By using the AUC measure to rank threat indicators, we
implicitly assumed that both types of classification error
(false positives and false negatives) were equally important, but in practice, equal weighting is not likely (Peterman 1990; Mapstone 1995). Instead, it is well known that
some decision makers place more weight on reducing the
chance of false negatives because that type of error may
lead to corrective action not being taken when it should
be. In contrast, other decision makers place more weight
on reducing the chance of false positives because that
type of error could lead to unnecessary corrective action and could reduce catches and short-term social and
economic benefits.
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More informed choices could be made about which
threat indicators to use if the probability of each type
of error were considered both separately and jointly
through ROC evaluations of reliability of indicators. However, risk tolerance (which depends on the perceived
cost of both types of errors and their probabilities of occurrence) is part of most management objectives, and
is situation specific. It is not possible to have minimal
chances of both false positives and false negatives because an unavoidable trade-off exists between these 2
error rates (Peterman 1990; Rice & Legacé 2007). For
instance, an evaluation criterion that sets a threshold for
classifying decline so stringently that false positives rarely
occur will inevitably have a high chance of producing
false negatives (failing to identify a decline). Decisions
could also be improved if the benefits and costs of using
various indicators of population decline were quantified.
The American Fisheries Society recommends that for
marine fisheries the threshold at which a population is
considered vulnerable should be a ≥70% reduction in
abundance within a given period to reduce the probability of incorrectly classifying a species as vulnerable
(Reynolds et al. 2005). Before any such changes are implemented, we recommend that our AUC methods be
adapted to evaluate the reliability of different thresholds
for classifying conservation status of fish populations.
Our results also highlight 3 key issues to consider when
applying threat indicators to other species or populations: recent rate of decline in abundance versus longerterm extent of decline from some initial baseline, choice
of baseline abundance, and spatial aggregation of populations. Our results may be specific to Pacific sockeye
salmon, but our methods can be applied in other contexts
to determine the reliability of indicators used to inform
conservation decisions.
We also suggest researchers investigate the reliability
of assessing multiple extinction-risk indicators together,
instead of assessing indicators individually. For instance,
if abundance were to drop substantially early in a data
series and subsequently remained relatively constant, values of an extent-of-decline indicator might not elicit concern, whereas if absolute abundance were the indicator,
the population might be considered to have a high probability of extinction.
We explored the effect of harvest rate and spatial delineation of populations on the reliability of threat indicators. For harvest rate, we evaluated threat indicators
before a large and persistent reduction in harvest rate in
1995 and with data spanning this change (1952–2006).
Ideally, when defining the status of a population, one
should account for year-by-year effects of changing harvest rates to more clearly rule out the confounding effect
of management on evaluations of threat indicators. Such
a detailed analysis was not possible here because yearly
harvest rates are not well estimated for sockeye CUs.
Nonetheless, we found that the ranking of different threat
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indicators on the basis of their reliability was relatively
unchanged when we took into account the 1995 reduction in harvest rates across all run-timing groups. This
robustness of rankings likely emerged because harvest
regulations for Fraser sockeye are usually set according
to estimated abundances of run-timing groups, not their
individual component CUs. Correlations in egg-to-adult
survival among populations within run-timing groups are
generally low (Peterman et al. 1998), as is the average
correlation between inter-annual changes in abundances
at the CU scale and the aggregate run-timing group.
Results of our sensitivity analyses of the effect of aggregation of CUs emphasize the need to designate spatial
units carefully, otherwise incorrect conclusions could
emerge. We found that larger aggregates of CUs (e.g.,
IUCN subpopulation 68 or management-defined runtiming groups) were less likely to be classified correctly
than smaller units, presumably due to the masking effect of aggregating relatively independent asynchronous
groups of fish. In a recent amendment to its original 2008
sockeye salmon assessment, the IUCN split various subpopulations in British Columbia including 68 (Rand 2011)
(Supporting Information).
The 18 CUs for Fraser River Pacific sockeye salmon we
examined encompass a wide range of geographic spawning sites, management actions, environmental conditions,
productivities, quality of adult abundance estimates, and
population trends. Thus, we were able to evaluate the
overall effectiveness of each indicator across a wide range
of conditions. We do not know whether our rank order
of threat indicators, as determined by their reliability,
can be applied to other species with different life histories, habitat variability, and population dynamics or to
management systems with other risk weightings. Where
possible, indicators should be evaluated either retrospectively to see how they would have performed relative to
what subsequently happened or via simulation models
that examine indicators under a wide range of situations
(Punt 2000; Holt 2009; Regan et al. 2009).
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